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FREE fuel source for your car! Run Yourcar or any vehicle on Water!

Cutting Edge HYTRONICSÂ� Makes It Possible to Construct a Simplistic Affordable and
Powerful Hydrogen Fuel System for Your Vehicle.

An Incredibly Affordable System That Provides FREE Energy
Now you can run any vehicle on FREE energy! The HydroStarÂ� can power your engine with
the incredible energy of hydrogen, nature's perfect fuel.

It's more powerful than gas, but it's trapped in every drop of water. And only the HydroStarÂ�
can efficiently free hydrogen's potent energy!

(PRWEB) May 27, 2004 --FREE fuel source for your car! Run Your car on Water!

Cutting Edge HYTRONICSÂ� Makes It Possible to Construct a Simplistic Affordable and Powerful Hydrogen
Fuel System for YourVehicle.

The HydroStarÂ� is unique, nothing else compares to it.
It's compact, inexpensive relatively easy to assemble and totally reliable. But the actual idea of using hydrogen
is over a century old, it goes back to the very first engine. It was a great idea, but nobody could figure out how
to turn the concept into reality - until now!

The HydroStarÂ� runs on Water!
Practical fuel cell vehicles are still several years down the road and they will be very expensive at least until
they are mass produced.

But mass production will only happen if the idea of using fuel cells catches on in the first place, But there's an
easy and exciting way out of this dilemma:

The HydroStarÂ� Conversion
The HydroStarÂ� is a conversion system, that means you don't have to add, replace or modify any part of your
existing vehicle.
You can always switch back to inefficient gasoline power in the unlikely event that the HydroStarÂ� ever fails.

Fabulous Performance
The first thing you'll notice with the HydroStarÂ� is an increase in power. Hydrogen yields greater energy than
gas, so it stands to reason that you should expect more pep. But, the biggest payoff is in increased MPGs.

The HydroStar is theoretically capable of delivering from 50 to 300 MPG.
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But, as with any gasoline powered vehicle, actual MPGs will depend on various factors such as terrain, driving
habits, vehicle weight & shape and ability to tweak the system. But, best of all, great performance happens as
the results of using water - a virtually FREE and inexhaustible fuel source.

Easy-to-find Parts
Not only is the HydroStarÂ� relatively simple, but its parts are easy to find.

For example:
Hydrogen Generator - It's case is made of 6" PVC pipe.
It's available at all building supply stores and costs next to nothing.
And, being only about 10" long, it's compact enough to fit under the hood of almost any vehicle. Location isn't
critical - you can even mount it in the trunk.

Water Reservoir - Any old large can or jar will do the job, but a 5 to 10 gallon gas can is perfect.

HyTronics
No high cost or exotic electronic parts are used in the HydroStarÂ�.
You can find everything at a local Radio Shack, Circuits-R-Us or DigiKey. Or buy from any one of dozens of
mail order suppliers.

Environmentally Friendly
The original concept for the HydroStarÂ� was conceived by a small group of scientists, engineers and
inventors in Canada.
They were determined to do something meaningful about their deteriorating environment, but couldn't obtain
any real help or funding from government sources. So they decided they themselves would do something about
it. The HydroStarÂ� is one result, but one very important result of their personal funding and efforts.

If you're also concerned about our environment, as we all should be, the HydroStarÂ� certainly shines there.
Not only does it use an inexhaustible resource (water), but it actually helps clean pollution from the air we
breathe. That's right, as you drive it pulls in atmospheric air (with all it's pollutants) and burns it. Its only
exhaust byproduct is water - clean water! Order your HydroStarÂ� book and plans today!
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Contact Information
Robert
GloMark Consultants
http://www.cashmaxmall.com/hydropower_cars_in_the_news.htm

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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